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By Jessie Biggs

Quill & Hearth Publishing House. Paperback. Condition: New. 374 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x
0.9in.In a futuristic society split into upper class Elites and lower class Dregs, Ambry Crofts blue hair
and reckless nature have never quite fit the mold of her high-profile family. Ambrys father is a
powerful and respected Timekeeperone of twenty-four individuals entrusted with the research and
distribution of the worlds supply of time capsules. If activated, a single capsule has the power to
freeze time. But when Ambry saves a thief named Rifta mysterious and brilliant Rebel leader bent
on bringing down the Global Governmentshes unwittingly thrown into the tumultuous world of an
underground Resistance that seeks to topple all her family stands for. Now Ambry must choose
between the life shes known and an uncertain future fighting alongside Rift and the rest of the
Resistance. But can she trust someone who wont reveal his own past The Circlet Half Drawn is
packed with teleportation, time-technology, and the relational struggles of a young woman
discovering where she truly belongs. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive
from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

It in a of the most popular publication. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Your daily life span is going to be change the instant you
total reading this publication.
-- Mr s. Sha nna  Ma nn-- Mr s. Sha nna  Ma nn

This pdf is great. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading time. Your daily life span is going to be transform when you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Fr a ncis Lubowitz-- Fr a ncis Lubowitz
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